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What are Border Carbon 
Adjustments (BCAs)?

• Carbon pricing (carbon tax, or 
cap-and-trade) for traded goods

• Levy carbon price on imports
(and/or rebate exports)

• Potentially significant benefits
– Protect domestic industry, counter 

carbon leakage, incentivize others







Source: World Bank

Carbon pricing initiatives



Methods

• Test 8 hypotheses empirically, 
using 4 case studies

• Qualitative data: documentary 
sources, 43 expert interviews
– Government, industry, NGOs, 

academics, others

• Quantitative data: trade 
statistics, economic modelling



Results:
Why BCAs are so rare

• Opposition from domestic 
industries

• Alternative tools available
• Possible retaliation from foreign 

governments, risk of trade war



Legal or complexity concerns 
did not prevent BCAs

• Policy-makers aware that legally 
compliant design is possible

• Policy-makers convinced practically 
feasible, at least for basic products

• Opponents may have claimed these 
concerns to reinforce opposition

“The WTO is often used as an argument
why you cannot do anything.”

(European Commission official)



Fears of trade war and 
retaliation may prevent BCAs

• Foreign opposition prevented BCAs
for export-oriented economies
– Exports are targeted by foreign 

governments in retaliation

• Export-oriented industries acted as 
domestic lobby for foreign interests

“The aviation debacle made it more obvious to 
people that the risk of retaliation is real.”

(European Commission official)



Industry prefers alternatives

• BCAs only viable if no alternatives 
available

• Only BCAs can extend carbon pricing to 
imports

• But alternatives exist to protect 
industry, reduce carbon leakage
– Free allocation, output-based tax credits

• Overgenerous compensation with free 
allocation to “buy off” industry

“The common priority of every industry was to 
obtain as many free allowances as possible.”

(Government official in California)



Domestic political opposition 
prevented BCAs

• Stakeholders overwhelmingly 
opposed – only scant support

• Reasons for opposition:
– Increased exposure to carbon price
– Preference for alternatives
– Actual or potential retaliation

“Outside of a very small subset of parties, 
there was universal resistance.”

(Academic involved in policy-making in California)



Refocus research on BCAs

• Despite leaders’ calls for BCAs, 
implementation has proven elusive

• Practitioners face several barriers
– Domestic political opposition
– Preference for alternatives
– Opposition from foreign governments

• Need to refocus research efforts to 
advance on climate policy
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